Decommissioning Process
DECOMMISSIONING PROCESS

START

Region/District requests removal of ITS device

Engineering reviews current operational necessity of ITS device.

ITS device still required?

YES

Region/Districts coordinate removal ITS device from infrastructure

Coordination between ITS Operations and contractor

Contractor removes ITS devices and ancillary equipment from site

Contractor send serviceable equipment to ITS Operations

ITS Operations removes ITS device from all associated systems*

ITS Operations contact IMB Telecommunications to place communication subscription on vacation mode or cancel

NO

Engineering provides advice to Region/District for maintenance or rehabilitation

Coordination between ITS Operations and contractor

Contractor removes ITS devices and ancillary equipment from site

ITS Operations removes ITS device from all associated systems*

ITS Operations contact IMB Telecommunications to place communication subscription on vacation mode or cancel

*includes coordination with internal and external stakeholders

END